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INTRODUCTION

Work-related accidents have caused, the construction ildustry.to focu's

upon the mprovempnt of working conditions and accident prevention programs,

especially in the area of strigctural steel erection. The potential for ser'

sous .injury or death exists for steel_erectors as a direct result of the

types of operations performed and'toolS and equipment used in this skilled

trade.

The contractor's most valuable asset is the worker. Skilled workers

must not only work swiftly and accurately, but also safely, if a project is

to be completed on time and within bid costs. Accidents cost in time, mate-

rials, and increased insurance premiums, all of which are bdilt into bid

contracts. Therefore, safety is important if a contrActor expects to make a

profit and retain the skilled workers necessary to a successful contracting

organization. . ,

This module identifies,typical jobsite hazards encqontered by steel

erectors, as well as providing.safe job procedures for general and specific

Construction activities. Ji will provide basic information relative to

tools, equipment, and materials used in contemporary steel construction Of

buildings, signs, and other stee4,6tructures.

OBJECTIVES'

Upen completion of this mod/le, the student should be able to:

1.. State the general safety considerations for lifting and hoisting equip-
_ %

ment, including "manufacturer's,capacifty rating", and "safety factor."

(Page 3)
,

...

.

.-

2: Give three safety precautions or good practices. concerning the use of

*I,

. air tools. (Page 11)
. _ .1 .

3. Describe the general safety features of some impact,tools. (Page 13)

. 4. Discuss/types of fastener] used in steel erection, and safe IN proCe-
,

dures for the use of each type. (Pa4e 14)

1.

4

#
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5. NaMe the three basic categories of weldin and discuss hazards asso- /

ciated with welding. (Page 16) .

6. List the main'hazards associated with drilling and reaming, "plumbing

up," and connecting_ when erecting.steel. (Page 26)
).

1

7, Explain the reason for additional safety problems when erecting steel

/) during plant-operations., (Page 29) '
%

8. List the general requirements for personal protective equipment in

steel erection operations, including mention'of four operations that

require eye protection. (Page 31)

9. Describe the dahgers of working under- or near live electrical wires.

I(Page 35)

10. Name two external. forces which affect late al bracing. .(Page 36)

11. List,requirements foNtempor,ary flooring. image 37)

Page 2/SH-39
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SUBJECT MATTER

'OBJEciiivE 1: State the genyal,safety considerations

for lifting and hoisting equipment, including "manufac-

turer's capacity rating" and "safety factor."

Ffoisting'equipment and apparatus are used' extensively for transporting

tools and'building materials from one level to another on' steel erection

jobsites. .Su istingOuipMent mayconsist of electrical, pneumatic, or

liand-dperite hoists,or powered-stationary or mobile cranes. The nature of
.

the loads carried (heavysteel.beams'and concrete forms) and
.

the h'' hts in-

volved.make steel erection jobsites even more hazardous than other const c-

tion jobs. Thus, certain precautions should'be routinely followed in th :I,

use of heavy hoisting equipment. .. "

CRANES

Types of cranes Yost typically found onsteel erection
4
jobsilltes are

haMmerhead tower cranes, overhead and gantry cranes, and crawler, lOcoMo-,

tive, otruck cranes. Each type of crane has its own specific set of safe

operating procedures. However, a few general safety guidelines can be

applied. to the operation of most cranes. All crane oper'ators must be

tipined'a,Fcording to-the specificttions listed in OSHA standtrds. (The

training requirements for crape operators are listed in 29 CFR 1910.179 and

1910.180.)
.

. The'most.basic requirement for crane safety Is.that the employer must

'comply with the, crane manufacturer s specifications and limitations."

Rated-loed caPacities, recorrendedoperating speeds, and special hazard

warnings or'instructidns thould4pe visibly posted on the equipment to which

they apply, as well as being visible'to the equipment operator while the

crane is'*n use.' Because cranes are carefully designed and ingineered for

specific uses, no mgdffications' or additions to the crane shbuld.be.made

withouethe written, permission of,the.Crane manu facturer.

The ierm,"rated load" referS:tothe weight of the load that may safely
,

,

be lifted by a crane. The rated loadmust be plainlymarked on each side of
c

-) f

I

It
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the crane, and on each hoisting unit whennore than one'hoisting unit

exists. Tye rated-load capacity must also be identifiable to he crane

operator while the crane is in-use. The weight of the load to be )ifted

Will be known by the trained,and experienced opera/tory. The weight of

blocks, hooks, andtother devices must be considered when the total weightirof
I

a load' -i-s figured. :The crane should never be loaded beyond its rated 'capac-

ity, except by trained.and authorized personnel arid then for testing pur-

poses only. The capacity tb safely lift a load decreases as tnelength of

the boom increases, a job is added, or the_radius of operation is changed.

The crane should be kept level,' with weight evenly distributed. Unbalanced

positioning will place excessive force mpon the boom.

Centrifugal force can pose a hazard when cranes are making a lift. As

a'Load is moved and swung into place, centrifugal force may caus.4"the load

to swing fActher than

expected unless the opera-

tor moves the load intt

¶piace very slowly. A tag-

line is where .

centrifugal farcer wind

may be a.probl eM. (See

'Figure 1.)

Three types of 'crane

figure 1. Taglines arerecommended where inspections should be,Vir--
centsifugbl force is a problem.

.formed: daily; annual,

2 and special.

-The crane should be.inspected prior to useon a daily basis, or at the

beginning of each shift. This inspection shotfld inclu4e a check to be.sural..

Zhat the machine is properly lubricated. The brake and clutch as well as

each control should be operated to be sure that each functions properly. 'It,

Tossible, the load brake kid limit switch should be checked at capacity or

near capacity load. Each part of the crane used in lifting or'moving a load

Should be visually inspected. This includes but should notbe limited to

Page 4/S439
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sheaveS, drums, hooks, jib, and so forth. The boom or tower should be vis-

ually inspected for deformity, twist', straightness, cracks or abrasion.

ikewise, wire rope must de i petted for wear, kinks, or any other condi-.-

tions whicb may impair perf mance. Wire rope is discussed in a later sec-

tion of this module. The daily inspection is made to ensure that the equip-

ment is in immediate safe operatiiinal condition. Should any deficiency be

found,,.he crane should be removed from service until it Thasibeen repaired.

All hoisting equipment should be inspected-annually,by a competent per-

son or an agency recognized ty the U.S. Department of Labor. The employer

must keep a log of the dates of inspection and the results of inspections

for each piece of equipment.

The third type of inspection is the specipl inspection and should be

made whenever the'crane is exposeCto abnormal st7ess such as whipping, ,
. A
snapping, overload, nor other possible damage.

MATERIAL AND PERSONNEL HOISTS )

Material and personnel hoists can be either iRsid* or outside hoists.

(Hoists can carry either material or personnel, but not both at the same

time:) inside miterial,hoistways should be enclosed with heavy wire screen-

ing throughout their height. An external or outside hoistway must be en-

cTosed with he-yire screening and firmly footed or secured to the struc-

ture which it serves.- Personnel hoists must conform to ANSI A17.1-1h5,

"Safety Requirements for. Personnel Hoists."

iipistway enclosures must be constructed so that when subjected to hori-

zontal pressure of 100 ib, the enclosure will not deflect more than 1".and

the clearance between the car and the Oistway enclosure is not less than

3/4" except for the side used for loading and unloading. Dodrs on hoistways

shoulq not be less than six feet high. If a solid door -is used, thee must

be a vision panel. Landing doocs should lock mechanically so that they can-

not be opened from the landing side, exce on the lowest level. Only the

persorrinside the car should be able to the car. Hook-and ye hardware

is not to be used as a dpor- locking Cievi hoistways.

SH7arege 5
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Bells or lights on a hoisting system hOp to determine exactly where

hoist platform is and in what direction it is travel ng. When a bell system

is used the bell wire should be well-protected used every time the

-hoist is operated. A bell or,light system' is preferable to a whistle sys-

tem, (which may be,Onfuse'd with other construction sounds) or to a hand

signal system, (which requires the engineer and signalman ty

contact). The following.set of signals is suggested by the Associated

II, ral Contractors of America:

1 bell.or light - Stop.

2 bells or lights - Raise.

3 bells oriwlightid- Lower.
:

4 bellsNar lights - Lower Sl'dwly.

'- The signals should be clearly posted. The hoist rope can -be marked to

indicate each lanclland Should bemarked with paint and not rags or other 1
....,

material that ,can atch and snag.. _2.

Analmergency s op switch.should be locked in the car and clearly
,

marked "STOP." Each car intended as -a.personnel hoist should /be marked with

1111
a capacity and data plate.

Heists,especially ropes and engines used to draw the hoist, should be

) inspected frequently. Preventive maintenance will disclose hazardous condi-

tions before an accident occurs.
4 .

.
.

C.-

WIRE AND FIBER ROPE

Wire rope and fibe rope are used extensively in construction for mov-
./

ing.and securing materia . Each type of rope has an,application based upon

its physical charaGteristrcs. Fiber rope may be made of natural or syn-

-s thetic fiber. Natural fiber rope includes manila, hemp, sisal, jute, as

well as cotton, asbestos, and other specialized materials. Synthetic rope

. may be made of nylon, polyester, or polypropylene, and these materials have

the advaptage of higher tensile strength and resistance to rot. 'J

Wire'rope may be single strand wire or consist of a number of wires

wound in lays around a core. The size, number, arrangement of wires and

strands, and titypes of core determine the use of a specific type of.

Page 6/SH-39
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rope. The greater,the number of wires In a stranC'and the greater the.numc

sberof strands,-the more flexibility there .is in a rope: Flexibility is.d2

primary consideratioh in crane or derrick hoisting ropes.

Safe load limits for ropes are determined in eAperimental situations.

These "ideal conditions" are not'often the same as those encountered in an,

actual work site; therefore, a safety factor is assigned to compensate for

the rigors.of everyday Wear. Assigning a numbered safety factor to a piece

of equipment or material is a way of relating the breaking strength of a

material to the maximum.permissiple stress when it is in use.

For.example, if a material hoist platform has.a breaking strength of

4000 pounds (under'ideal test conditions) andQis d4signed with a..safety

`factor of five, the .platform should carry no more than 1/5th'of 4000 pounds

or 800 pounds. The maximum safe load would be 800 pounds.
1

The safety fhctor for wire ropes is found ilfy dividing the breaking

.strength (rated by the manufacturer or determined by testing) by the total

of the weights to be lifted (static load). Recbmmendedminimum safety fac-

tors are six for haulage ropes, overhead cranes, and derricksi seven fcir

small electric and air hoists; and eight for hot ladle cranes..,.
.

All wire rope:Used in lifting and hoisting should be checked daily.

There are three basic causes of wtfer),pe deterioration: abrjsion or wear,.

Corrosion, or pperfatiguecaused by bending, twisting;o crushing. If the

core shows through mor han one pair of strands, or if there is more than

one broken wire in on strand, the wire should be removed from service.

Spliced wire must clever be used in critical lifting. Evidence 'of corrosion,,

twisting, or other Mechanical damage, as well as excessive Wedr on Tide

wires of rope are indications that a wire is' no longer serviceable. Any ,

defective rope should be replaced immediately with the same size and type of

rope.

Wire rive that is used as part of a hoisting apparatus is part of, the

lifting machine and should be kept lubricated. EaCh time the rope bends or

wraps around a sheave or straightens from aSl.kck position, the wire strands

rub or slide against each other. .Lubrication will prevent excessive wear,
Aiot

corrosion, and deterioration of fiber core 'rope. Rusty rope is dangerous,

a

SH-39/Page7
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since there is' no known way of determining the depth to which the rust pene-

trates,..and the amount of strength which remains.

SLINGS AND CHAINS

Slings are lifting'accessories made of chain, metal and mesh, or rope.

They di'stribute weight more equally than a rope and hook,alone, and allow

for greater control of a'loadas it is moved. The safety and efficiericy of

a sling is dependent upon the Groper selection of the sling for its pur-

pose. .The type of lifting, the'attachnt of rope or chain t9'the Naiekg,

and the Maintenance and illspecti.on of the sling affect the safety of the

sling, also.

The angle of the sling affects the Work4g load limit: Strains build

u0 :rvidly at angles greater4han.60°. Angles less than 45° should be

avoided'.

Spade blocks and corner padding added toloads can reduce the, wear on

wire rope or slings used to hoist structural steel or'other Toads: (See

Figure

---11.--VM

. UNCOIL LOOPS
STOP KINKS-4ANG SLINGS UP NO JERKS

PROTECT SLINGS ON'
SHARP CORNERS

Figurep2. Correct methods for handling and storing slings.

Slings should be hung carefully when not in Jse, not car'elessly left

lying about where they can be damaged. Slings should be inspected carefully.

for,wear and dama3e and remo)ed from service if fittings are loose.

A chain 'used 4s part of a hoisting apparatus is no stronger than its

weakest link. Ther4fore, chains should be inspected link by link on a fre-

quent basis andodistarded when signs of wear or damage appear. A chain

Page 8/SH-39
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should be discardetk altodcwheOwit s'how's evidence of, having been etretched.
42'

Small checks or cracks in-4ndividual links, elon.gaticins of lid:ks,40d bind-

'1

.
e ing of links,

r

indiCate stretching. Bentor deformed linkS, thin areas caused

by rubbing, o any cruphing,,pf lnks";are also indicationi thdi.the chain
\ 7

should be taken from service addleplaced. ;Exposure to excessive heat or
electricity can also cause a chair.,to fail'under.load conditions. '

Achain should never be welded,oriliced by'inserting a bolt between
.

the links. Permanent identifidation'tals are attached to chain slings by .

the manufacturer and should never be'removed. When a chain is.used for

lifting, the load Could be taken up slowly to avoid.o4istressing the links
'1.,

of the chain. Onlycleanattachments (ringf, shaples, couplings, andoend-

links) appropriate for the particular type il.chain in use should be em- AL

plOyed in hoisting. No open hook shoup be used with a'bqatt,iCage, or
-,...,

skip when material is being hoisted over wbrkers! Each hook t.4 1:1 have a
MIP

latCh or other bevjcet; preve -t the link from'slipping and allowing the

loaf to fall. Whenever the throat dpening of ary hook'exceeds 15 ercent of

its original dimension, it should be replaced.. Hook? that are twitted,

stretched or cracked should be reolaced,.als. Hooks mustnever'be welded,
ow

nor should attempts be Ade to straighten or bend deformed areas back to -

shape. HOoks.are made of metal that -is heat treated to create strength. to
A. .1.

withstand stresses; this strength is lost when t he physical shape of the
, . .,

Pod is altered intentionalll or,* accident
%.

t

iThe use 67 a thimble in an eye.splice distributes more eqUally stresses*

9A a spllice, and thus reduces the wear on-the rope. nips and f steners
.

, .

allow lifting equipment to be attached to ropes. It is importa to use

only the type of fastener designated fq40, particular rope,, or strength will .

. . . _

be lost. Zinc -pared sockets work well in straight-tension; bLit'they are \

. .

not .avfatiguerresistant as swaged sockets. 4 .

Bolts, rivets, and drift pins should be stored and transported in con -
* .

4 tainers provided for that Purpose. These and other shall, items should be

hoisted in pails rather than carried-by'hand while moving between floors:,

'Additionally, the ..9Ciod-hbusekeeping$cactice of pickinlpup fallen bolts,
.

rivet%,' and pins will ensure,, no ode 'lines footiT9 as the result of someone

else's carelesgness.

SH-39/Page 9
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One general-rule applies to all types of hoisting. loads should never '04

be, suspended"over workers, no miter how safe fhe hoisting equipment is.,con-
,

err

...

4 )

,

isidered to be`' ,

1 \

ACTIVITY,41:*

-Name two factors that
.

mea'steel erection jobsites

'even more hazardoUs than ordinary construction

jobs. . i.

,
.

a.

b.

%
-t, -

2. Expla whit manufacturer's rating capacity. means.

3. 'Name three types oynspections typically performed

tn cranes, derricks, ant hoists. ,
r ^.

a.
.

%..

x

b.

C.,
t

.- .
,

4.' Name three basis causes of wire rope failure.
, .

a.
b.

I . .4

C.
t

5. ExilLain why a chain should be inspected frequently;
.$

what conditiOns should be observed.

6. Explain what a safety factor.: of five means.

*Answers to Activities begin on Page 39.

.

.
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OBJECTIVE 2: Give three safety precautions or good

Kactites concerning the use of air tools.

,(A

Pneumatic tools, which utilizekcompressediair,.are essential equipment

on mad; steel erection sites.? Compressed air is regarded by many workers as

"just air," and thus they believe that it is harmless. Compressed aireis

air driven at a high velocity, an4.like the air traveling at 4iigh speeds in'

'tornadoes and hurricanes? compressed air can be Oddly. However, com-

pressed-air tools, known as pneumatic tools, can be safe and\r-eliable if

they are handled properly.

Compressed air can be supplied to tools by a-cylinder or by a motor -

driven pressor. The air hoses between the source of the air and the tool

can present a tripping,or stumbling hazard. Air hoses con be protected by

laying them between two planks, by building,a runway 'over the hoses, or

(preferabilt, where it is practical) by suspending air;hoses over work areas

and aisles. If hoses are suspended, they Must be properly supported.

ource of 5ompre5sed air should always be cut off before the air

hose is distdnnecterd from the_eirline; pressure from the air line should be

bled off or slowly relesed before disconnecting. These precautions are

1Mportant because a loose-air hose under pressure makes a very dangerous

whip. 16 prevent pneumatic tools from becoming accidentally disconnected,

tools must be secured to hoses by sortie positive means. The coupling of

hoses can' be secured by ,an annealed wire fastened through holes io thejcou-
/

plin6 itself, . A better method involves a lengthof chain
t

attached'to each

A.

hose 15y means of a safety snap.

Hoses with in inside diameter of more than 1/2" shduld have a safety

device at theurce of supply or at the branch line to reddcepressure in

the case of a hose failure. The condition of tools and hoses should be con-

tinuquslje checked #or.wear and damage. All connections and codplings should

be chlid for tightness. Air holes should never be used in place of ropes,

chains.or handles as a means of hoisting or lowering a tool. The, manufac-

V
14

r
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turer's safe °grating pressure must never be exceeded for pipes, hoses,

valyes, couplings, or other fittings.

Horseplay with compressed\air apparatus.W4t be strictly forbidden. A

blast of air at 40 pounds per square inch can rupture an eardrUm at a dis-

tance 'of four inches, or More seriously, 'can .cause t fatal brain hemor-

rhage. As little as 12 pounds per square inch can 'pop an eyeball from its

socket; compressed air can also enter the bloodstream even through skin and s

a layer bf clothing. Compressed air tools Should never be.looked.,intc.Lcr___,,

pointed at any person. CoMpressed air should not be used for cllaning pur-

poses. When used properly, compressed air is a useful means for getting the

job done; improperly or; carelessly used, it is ,very dangerous.

ACTIVITY 2:

1. Mark each statement TRUE or FALSE.
,

a. Compressed air is simply air and soots
harmless except in the case of a-few
freak accidents.

b. The source of compressed air should be
cut off before the air hose is discon-
nected from the airline and the airline
pressure should be bled off because'n
unattachd air hose with pressurein it

- can whip about dangerously.

c. Hoses less than 1/2" inside diameter
,should have a safety device at the source
of supply orbranch line to reduce pres-
sure in case of a hose failure.

2. me three ways air hoses can be protected and kept

from becoming a tripping hazard. .

Page 12/SH-39'
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OBJECTIVE 3: describe the)bneral safety'featd-res of

some impact to ls.

rt

f

10" .

There are .several basic types-of impact tools generally/found on steel
.

erection construction sites: poicl rillictuated (stud gun), reciprocating pis-
.

. ,
ton (riveting glens and jackhamme ,

:.

and rotary (impact wrenches and

reamers)..

Two basic safety features thatmult be found on pn umatic impact tools

.are -An automatic closing valVe(actbated by a trigger t is located

''inside thehandTe to prevent accidental operation, and a retaining divice

that holds the tool in place so that it.cannot be accidentally fired from

the berel. Only flush-fiti4ng,pins should be used to secure the socket of .

anIMMpact wrench. If nails or wfWare used; severe inj ry d result to

I

-hands ,pr body.-

Heavy rubber grips on jackhammers reduce vibrittion and jolting from the

`hammer to the operator. Properli prepared,and maintai d steel drills are
-

necessary for the equipment to operate safOrandefficie ly. Firm footing

is necessary when using heazy or unwieldy tools.

Some impact tools'genetlate noise levels in excess of 85 dB. The iorker

can be protected by isolatingthe operattoq, substitut1ng quiefer lethods or

tools, or providing hearing protection forall exposed workers.
AL:

Powder-actuated tOgis drive e stud or fastener with an explosive
.:

charge. Tlie guidelines fdr,safe,use of powder-actuated tools are detailed

'in OSHA Standard 1'910.243(d).: Only properly trained and qualified operators

shoUld be allowed to operate these tools. Many areas require trained, \

tested, and licensed operatoS only. Traihing can be provided through many'
.

sources: union local, apprentice training'programs, or manufacturer's rep-
_

resentative5p Upon successful Completion of a.basic training course, an

examination is written-and sent to. the Powder-Actuated Tool Manufacturer's

Institute, who will certify and issue an operator's card to those who suc-
.

ceisfully complete a training course.

-sw

a
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No matter what type of-impact 'tool is used, if there Is any question

./\ about the safe procedure to follow, the worker should always bring the mat-

ter to the attention ofhis supeFvisor. If the supervisor is,unable to

solve the problem, the manufacturer should be contacted for further informa-

tion.
,,

0
ACTIVItY 3:

Name -three siTety concerns related to the use orimpact

tools.

P

OBJECTIVE 4: Discuss types of fasteners used in steel

erection and safe job procedui-es for the use of each

type.

ti A

Bolts and rivets. are the-twp major types of fasteners used in contem-

porary steel erection of bu'ildings and bridges.

iBoltsare used with increasing frequency in the field of assembly of

structural steel. These bOlts are high-tensile machine bolts or structural

rib bolts, and they eliminate many of the old hazards of hot riveting. Such

bolts must never' be *tOfErnw (put into place) with an air haryer; by both

-shape and material they- are not designed to be thrown.

Bolts, washers, and drift pins should be stored and carried in contain-

ers. They must never be:left lying on beams and scaffolds. Anything left .

on walking or working surfaces can cause a worker to trip, stumble, or fall

6- serious injury. or death. Workers should not carry objects in their hands

when climbing ladders; tools should bearrled in 1 basket or in the

worker's tool belt in the frogt (or loops), and not between a belt and the

body. Bolts and other similar items may be carried in a bolt bucket or bag,

and transported-by means of 0 tag line.

Page 14/SH-39
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Wrenches used' for tigh en1M0 bolts rust be the proper size and in good'

condition; wrenches with w ,,:or'sprung jaws should never be used because a.

slippingwrench could throw 'a Worker' off balance. Firm footing ins important'

then boltn . The use of a: length of pipe on a wrench handle to gain

leverage should n t Sbe allowedpeause of the danger of slippage).

When an impa wrench is betn used, care must be taken to see that th
.;

air lines do. not eats a trtppiltjghazard., The air lines should Also be

prote5ted and secured /from falling11,a the weight of the hoses themselves

can pull a worker to the ground if eares not exercised. Impact wrenches'

must have a .locking device for-reteibing'the socket, and should not be used

'unless the socket is properly attached,

When bolts or drift pins are knocked out, some means should be proVided

to keep them from falling. Bolts or pins can be caught in a bolt basket or

a bucket with a wooderi bottom. One ofthe most serious hazards steel erec-

tors fae is falling objecti of all sizes; work rs are sometimes struck by

falling objects, or such objects create a trippi hazard.

Another method of fastening structural members is through the,use of

rivets. The riveting crew consists of a heater, butkerkp, catcher, and

driver. The person who acts as heater heats rivets throughout the day,

. while other members of the crew rotate jobs. Each rivet heater must have a

pail or' water on hand at all times for emergency use:and to put out the

fire in tile forgeleirhenleaving 91e job. Ashes should be disposed of care-

f01)y.

To keep rivets from flying off and strfkihg someon, a pier shield ,

)

must be used when backing out rivets pr knocking off rivet heads. There

.should be enough approved containers to hold all loose materials. Workers

Old* never stand in front of a rivet,buster

Rivet snaps should always be wired into guns. Air hammers should have

a'safety lire installed on the snap and handle; the wire attached to the

handle should not be less than No. 9 (B S 'wire gage) 'and annealed wire on
de

Wm snap shouldindt be less than No. '14.,,

Workers must never use fingef's to check or align holes in plates or

other materials; fingers can be amputated or crushed'easily by shifting

materials. Gloves are advisable under many circumstances.

1.
1
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AU tools used should be inspected frequently, and removed from service

when defects are discovered. The air hammer must not be placed where it can

be kicked or Slip accidentally. Safe work practIcei when riveting include

Wearing proper clothing, keeping a firm footing, and, using personal protec-

tive equipment. , Noise levels can be excessive on' the steel e?ection job; if

so, hearing protectors should be used. Safety goggles and glasses must be

worn while riveting. A safety belt must always by worn mid the worker must

be tied to the safety line. Heaq.protection and steel -toed footwear-are

essential on steel erection jobsites: , ' .

P
ACTWITY 4:

1. Name five hazards that may be encountered'when

. bolting or riveting.

a.

b.

c.

d.

14.

2. Name personal p6tective equipment that muse be

used when one ts bolting or riveting.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

A

OBJECTIVE 5:
.

Name three basic,Xategorie of welding and

discuss the hazards' associated with welding.

-,

a
''

i
,

1 A
Simple steel connections may be accomplished by welding; as well as by

using rivefs,bolts, or pins. Although the American Welding Society has

A Page 16/SH-34
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identified over*Bra tlitferent,,tyries of welding and allied'processes in cm-
_

t

mercial use, the:three basal types of welding used in ,steel erection are

oxyacetylege welding, resistance welding, and arc welding.

OXYACETYLENE WELDING
ew

dxyacitylent welding is a gas welding process that uses oxygen and

acetylene gaS:, (Regulations for-'iti use are covered under 1926.350, Subpart

J - Welding,and Cutting.) Oxygen it provided as)a compressed gas in steel

cyinders, Although not flammable fn itself, oxygen supports combustion;

materials burn (oxidize.) more rapidly in oxygen. Acetylene is a highly -

flammableflammable gas and is most typically supplied as a compressed gas) in cylin-

ders. Ai a flammable'gas, acetylene ignites easily and burns with a OigKer

flame temperature than any other gas japproximatley 6000°F)i:, Because acety-

lene is very hazardous, safe handling techniques are espeot_411y important.

Cylinders of compressed gas must be stored at, least 20 feet from all

combustible materials.. This includes the storage of oxygen and cetylene.

(See Figure 3.) The cylinders must also,be stored away from sparks, open

flames, and excessive heat. When the cylinders are not in use, the valve

protection caps must be in place. ' The cylinders must.be legibly marked to

Identify their contents and must be chained or otherwise secured to prevent

toppling. When a cylinder is empty - (1-3 it shuld be marked MT, (2) th

valves should be closed, and (3) the valve cap should be rellaced. Cylin-

ders that are not marked as empty should behapAled as if they were full,

since containers under partial pressure can explode.

FT MIN SEPAVPIRON

Figure 3. Cylinders Qf compressed gas1 must bestoreciat least
2(1-feet from all combustible materials.
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The regulator that mixes the gases in proper prOpOrtions..41iuSt be han-

dled carefully at all times. A non-sparkihg end Wrench of4ttle proper sizef *v`
must be used when attaching h regulator to the cylinders Pipe wrenches

or pliers must not be died, for ching the regulatOr, amd tylinders with

hand wheels must not'be opened o closed with hammers or lwrenches.

"Creeping" of a regulator is indicated by a 'gradual f:i6creas\in ores-
.

sure after the torch valves are closed. If a pegulator,"creeps," it shbul6

be removed from service, and repaired at once.

Compressed gas cylinders must never be moved with ank 4Ctromagnet.

Whenever gas cylindersmust be handled by crane or derrick they should be

carried iA a cradle or on a platferm; al:soiling should not e used. Care

should be taken that gas cylinders are not dropped.

Cylinders ire difficult to move because of their size and shape. They

should be protected from sc raping and other damage,-and neverdragged: Cyl-

inders 'weighing 40 pounds or more must be traysported on a hand or mo;orAed

truck. 'All hose connections should be checked ftr proper threading. Stan-

dard hose connections' are threaded right- hand/for oxygen' and left-hand for

acetylene or other fuel gas. This helps prevent accidental switch ing of

hosts. The hoses should be color coded to avoid, accidental mixup: green

for oxygen 'a red for acetylene.

Any hbse leaks,-burrs, or worn places must be replaced or re-
1

paired. noses should never be repaired with tape; it will not hold. Hoses

can be tested for leaks under normal operating pressure, by immersing the

hose it water, or by-cring it WIth soapy toter.

' Only bronze or brass fittings must be'used on compressed gas cylin-

ders. Copper` - fittings must never be useci'V.acetylene, since, under, certain

conditions, copper and acetylene can form an explosive mixture._ Grease,

oil, or other similar substances must never be'used on or near the torah or.

regulatori Oil and grease burn furiously in the presence of oxygeh.

Before a welding torch cs7lighted.the hoses supplying gases must first

be.Purged The valve on the acetylene tylinder should be opened not more

thanbne and one-half turns, with tPee-fourths of a turn preferable. The

ac etylene torch valve should be opened one-fourth tvfn; the acetylene should
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be adirted to working pressure (15 psig or 30 psia) with the gas regulator

7

screw. The acetylene torch valve is then closed.

The same procedure is repeated with the oxygen cylinder and torch. The

oxygen cylindi.r is slowly opened all the way; then the oxygen torch is ..

opened One- halfjurn. The Oxygen is adjusted with the gas regulator screw,

and the oxygen torch valve is turned off. , %/1

The actual lighting of the.torch is accomplished by reopening the aceit-,

ylene torch valve one - fourth ty.n.,and lighting the gas with a friction

lighter (matches must never be used). The oxygen ;valve is opened one-fourth

turn, and the flame is adjusted.

TAe proper way to shut off the torch is to close the torch valves -

acetylene first, then oxygen. The cylinder valves are closed.in the same

order - acetylene first, then oxygen. Both torch valves are then opened to

,release the pressure. Tie regulator adjusting Handle is shut off until no

spring tension can be felt. Finally, the torch valves are closed. This

procedure should be followed whenever operations are shut down for the day

or the job completed. 'v.Ges welding setups must be brokehlown before trans-

porting from one locatipn to another. By carefully following this proce-

dure, the possibility Ofi a regulator fire when the oxygen cylinder is opened

is diminished,and acetylene and oxygen leaks are,prevented.

RESISTANCE WELDING

Resistance welding is a metal joining process in which the heat of

electrical resistance seals meta) to metal. Spot welds are made by applying

heat and pressure on one point, usually on overlapped parts; seam welds are

a-series of Spot welds, spaced closely to form a'seam: Welding current is

sometimes ebrnished by the stored-energy type of equipment, in which energy

is stored in capacitors or a combtnation transformer-reactor. When the

energy 1; discharged,a weld is formed. Low priavry current and high volt--

age are involved and care must be taken to avoid electrical accidents.

All electrical installations should conform .0 applicable codes and

regulations, and be performed only by qualified and trained personnel. A

fused safety switch or circuit breaker must be close to any welding machine

being worked on in order to prevent unathorized or accidental activation.
-t

22
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Potable machines Must 'have adequate guards to( prevent accidental contact.

All equipment must bethoroughly inspected, especially cables, which are

particularly subjilct to abuse.
4

Electrodes used in resistance welding (made of copper or copper alloy)

are not consumed or deposited on the fork as with,arc welding. Electrodes

and electrode holders should be water-cooled to redute the chance of heat
+.

burns to the operator.

AJ WELDING

Arc welding joins metals by heating with an elegtric arc or arcs, with

or without pressure and with or without filler metals. It is accomplished

with a carbon or metallic electrode, solid or flux-cored wire shielded

metal arc welding), or"a covered wire (shielded metal,arc) The welding

Machine can be either a.c. or d.c. supplied. p

Becausemgst arc welding is donewith metal- coatkd electrodes consumed

as welding progresses, the welder should be protected against exposure to
4

.welding fumes flrom the electrode, the metal worked on and any coatings on

the metal.' Fumes from many metals containing cadmium, copper, nickel sand

zinc arg capable of producing metal fume fever. The symptoms of metal fume

fever are flu-like (chills; fever, muscle and joint pain, nausea), including,

a metallic taste in theithouth apd a dryne'ss of the' nose and mouth. 'These

symptoms generally last ess-than
(
24 hours and a temporary immunity fol-'

-lows. Welding on glvanized metal can cause metal fume fever, as can weid-

ing in confined§154es4 Proper ventilation and respiratory protection can

minimize welding health hazards. Although not inclusive, the following list

of metals describes some of the possible eposures of which welders should

be aware.

Aluminum - In welding and cutting operations, aluminum is a major
component4tf metals and filler metals. The inhalation of aluminum
dust or its compounds, including aluminum oxide fumes, is not
;mown to have any effects on man.

Antimony - Antimony is used as an alloying metal in many specialty.

metals. Antimony and its compounds irritate the skin and mucous
membranes. Skin contact with antimony can result in-inflammation.

dfthe hair follicles. A greater iffection may develop that pro-
duces scars. Symptoms of excessive exposure to airborne'antimony
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are a metallic taste in the mouth, vomiting; loss of appetite, and
general stomach distress.

Arsenic - Arsenic may be enfountered in welding and cutting opera-
tions as a component' of various alloys. It, is used, as a hedening.
agent. Welding or cutting on metals that are painted with arsenic`
compounds oan101so be hhzardous. Arsenic is a poison that accumu-
lates in the body. It is depbsited in many odily tissues, espe-
cially the liver and kidneys. Because the effects of arsmic may
not appear for weeks, months, or even years after exposure, work-
ers should be - protected from exposure. Because serious skin
irritation results from contact with rubber in the presence of ar-
senic, respirators should not be made of rubber. ,Ewsure to ex-
cessive concentrations of arsenic compounds*pronee(s inflammation
.of mucous membrane surfaces and an irritation of exposed skin.
Common symptoms in'exposed workers include skin irritation, irri-
tation of the nasal passages, laryngitis, and mild irritation of
the lungs and eyes.

Asbestos - Asbestos is found in the coatings of some welding,
rods. Long-term exposure to high concentrations of,asbestos
fibers causes asbestosis, a disease of the lung. 'Under normal
circumstances of welding with coated rods*contajning asbestos;
hazardous concentrations are not produced. However, the welder
should be sure that good ventilation is in operation during weld-
ing processes in whiCh such rods are used.

Beryllium - Beryllium is sometimes used as an alloying element
with copper and other base metal's.,, Acute exposure to high concen-
trations of beryllium can result in chemical pneumonia and even
death. Long-term .exposure can "result in shortness of breath,
chronic cough, and, significant iveight.16ss, accompanied by fatigue
and general weakness.

Cadmium - 'Cadmium is used frequently as a rust - preventive coating

on steel- and also as an alloying element. Acute exposures to high
: concentrations of cadmium fumes can produce severe lung irrita-
tion, chest, pains, and possible death from pulmonary edema (fluid
in the lungs). Long-term exposureqo low levels of cadmium in air
can result in emphysema (a disease affecting the ability of the
lung to absorb oxygen) and can damage the kidneys.

Carbon Monoxide - Carbon monoxide js a gas usually formed by the
incomplete combustion of various fuels. Welding anditutting may
produce significant amounts of carbon monoxide. In (addition,

welding operations that use carbon dioxide as the inert gas shield
may produce hazardous concentrations of carbon monoxide in poorly
ventilated areas. Th40 is caused by a,"breakdoWn" of the shield-
ing gas. arbon monoxideis odorless and colorless and cannot be
detected. Common symptoms of overexposure include pounding of the
heart, a dull hedRache; flashes before the eyes, dizziness, ring-.
Angpin the ears, and nausea. If allowed to accumulate, carbon
monoxide may produce unconsciousness and death in a matter of min-
utes.

I

.
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Chromium - Chromium is the primary alloying agent in stainless

steel. Chromium compounds are strong-oxidizing agents and are ex-
tremely toxic and irritating to the skin, eyes, and mucous memo
branes. Although welding under normal operating conditions would.
not be expected to produce hazardous concentrations of chromium
compounds, welding of stainless steel shoulit be carried out in
well-ventilated areas.

Chlorinated Hydrdcarbon Solvents'- Various chlorinated hydrocar-
bons are_uled in degreasing or other cleaning operations. The

vapors these solveks are a 'concern in welding and cutting be-
cause the heat and Otraviolet radiation from the arc will 'decom-
pose the vaporsjand form highly toxic and irritating ,phosgene
gad. (See Phosgene.)

Cobalt - Cobalt appears as an alloying agent in high-strength,
high-temperature alloys. Inhalation of cobalt fumes can cause

short!ess of breath and okn most cases; symptoms disap-
pear after exposure ends

Fluorides - Fluoride compounds are found in the coatings of sever-

al types of fluxes used in welding. Exposure to these fluxes nay,

irritate the eyes, nose, and throat. Repeated.exposue to high
concentrations of fluorides in air over a long period may cause
pulmonary edema (fluid in the, lungs) and bone damage. ExpOsure to

fluoride dusts'and fumes has also produced skin rashes.

Iron Oxide Iron is the principal alloying element in steel manu-

facture. Luring the welding process, ir9n oxide fumes arise from
both the bise metal and the electrode. The primary acute effect

of this exposure is irritation of nasal passages, throat, and
lungs. Aleibugh long-term exposure to iron oxide fumes may result
in iron pigmentation of the lungs, most authorities agree that
these. iron deposits in the lung are not dangerous.

Lead - The welding:and cutting of Lead- bearing alloys or metals'

whose surfaces have been painted with lead-based paint can gener-
ate lead oxide fumes. Inhalation and ingestion of lead oxide.
fumes and otheF. lead compounds will cause lead poisoning. Symp-

toms include metallic tiste.in the mouth, loss of appetite, nau-
sea, abdominal N.amps, and insomnia. In.time, anemia and a
general weakness, chiefly in the muscles Of the wrists, develop.

Magnesium - Magnesium and magnesium-aluminum alloys, both 'found as
alloys in steel, are used in the manufacture of structural parts
for airplanes, and in tool making. Welding and cutting on magne-

sium-containing metals produces magnesium oxide fumes, and expo-
sure to these fumes can irritate the eyes, nose, and'throat, and
may result in fume fever.

Manganese - Manganese is a constituent of many arc welding elec-
trodes. The welding process produced manganese dioxide fumes. In

most cases, the concentrations generated are-'not hazardous.

. Nevertheless, cases of manganese poisoninghave been reported.
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Symptpms of manganism, a s verely.crippling djsea6e that results
from excessive exposure, are eakness, instability, difficulty.4n
walking, and monotonous.and intermittent speech.

Mercury - Mercury compounds are used to coat metals to prevent
rust or to inhibit foliage growth (marine plants). Under the

- intense heat of the arc or gas flame, mercury vapors will be pro-
duced. Exposureto these vapors may produce stomach pain, diar-
rhea, kidney damage, or respiratory failure. Long-term exposure
may produce tumors, emotional instability, and hearing damage.

Nitrogen Oxides - The intense energy produced by the arc can cre-.
ate nitrogen oxides. The most significant form is nitrogen di-
oxide. This gas is mildly irritating to the eyes, nose, and upper,
respiratory tract at relativelylow concentrations. It is harrto

mi detect, and dangerous concentrations can be inhaled without any
discomfort, even to ettv point when injury to the lungs results.

Drone - Ozone is a gas that is produced by the ultraviolet radia-
tion in the .air in the vicinity of arc welding and cutting opera-'

tions. Ozone is very' irritating to all mucous membranes, with
excessive'exposure producing pulmonary edeme. ,Other effects of
exposure to ozone include headache, chest pain, and dryness in the
respiratory tract.

Phosgene - Phosgene is formed,by the decomposition of chlorinated
hydrocarbon solvents by ultraviolet radiation. It,N:reacts with

moisture in the lungs to produce hydrogen chloride, which in turn
'destroys lung tissue, and the resulting pulmonary edema can cause
death. For this reasonyany use of chlorinated solvents should be
well away from welding operations or any operations in which ul-
traviolet. radiation or intense heat is generated.

Phosphine - ppsphine or hydrogen phosphide can be produced when
'Steel tWat is coated with phosphate rustproofing is welded. Ex-

cessive concentrations of this gas are irritating to eyes, nose,
and skin. Acute-effects, besides irritation, include headache,
dtziiness, a'hd pulmonary irritation. 'Chronic exposure may result
in' disturbances of sight and speech.

There are specific requirements concerning ventilatipn and the use of

respirators- when welding or -cutting is done on stajnless steel, lead, zinc,

or cadmium; metals coated with materials such as paint that may contain, lead

or mercury; and on (luxe `.or other materials Containing fluorides. .These

requirementt are summarized in the following table.
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....TABLE 1. VENTILATION AND RESPIRATOR EQUAMENT FOR
WELDING AND CUTTING OPERATIONS.

.Welding or Cutting on Materials , Location of Operation
-Containingcbr Coated with Confined Spaces t Indoors Outdoors,

Lead

Zinc

Cadmium* .
Berytlium*'

,; Mercury*

Fluorine*

Stainless steels

:

P*Unless atmospheric t
establish.. that
centratiops efin

A orB A

AorB A

A or 8 A orB

A and B A'and B

AorB A or B

"A*6 B,
v.

A. , A

C

C

k and B

C

A

under the Mbst adverse condilpions.nave_
rs' exposure are Within acceptable con-

by 1910,1000.

A = Mechanical load exhaust ventilation by means of either hoods
or booths with sufficient air flow to maintain a velocity,
away from-worker, of at least 100 linear feet per minute.

B = NIOSH-Nproved supplied-air respiPator, or equivalent.
C'= NIOSH-approved respiratory protective equipment, or equiva-

lent.
0

!!---c

.. Safety and healt : ormation is oft& printed won tags, boxes, and coon-
,

tainers of.filter metals, sible granular materials, welding fluxei and.

other welding supplies. In drmation on toxicity, symptoms bf.Overexposure,

first aid procedures, and control of employee exposure may be provided.

A very\comOon hazard in weldin burns. These burns can be

caused by Ultraviolet and infrared radiation, s well as intense visible

lt raviolet radiation is generated by the 17ctric arc in the welding

prod. .This type.of radiation can cause, s urns similar to sunburn, as

well as burns to the eyes. Special 'eye prote on'must-be worn to'protect

*,against eye bufns. Ultraviolet radiation'can also increase sOn irritation

in, the presence 'of industrial chemicals suth.as coal tar and. cresol ' rod-
.

ucts. .

-4 .
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Infrared radiation produced by an electric arc and other flame-cut-

ting equipment. It may heat, the skin and the surface below. In'some situa-

tions, this heating can -progress to therAal burn's, but generally infrared

radiation is not dangerous. Welders can be'protected from the effects of

ultraviolet and infrared radiation with a welder's helmet (or glasses) and

protective clothing. . 14

Intense visible light dan cause retinal damage in the eye. For this

reason, at nd time should any welding or cutting process be viewed without

eye protection. Eye protection is discussed in a later section of-this

_module.

ACTIVITY 5:

-Cfroose le best answer.

1. Oxygen

a. is highly flammable.

b. supports combustion,,(materials burn rapidly in

oxygen).

2. Acetyl erne .

/ P. is -highly flammable.

(\--- b. supports combustion (materials burn rapis:111.

acetylene).
As.

Regulator "creep' a -

a. normal occurrence in functioning regulators.

b. 'malfunction t!lot caililfor'the regulator to be

taken out of service.

ge
Oxygen hoses are color-coded -

a. green.'

bAP, red.

5. Exposure to certain metal fumes can range in effect

from-

a. metal fume feVer to respiratory irritation.

b. no effect at all to death from acute severe

exposures.
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6. Phosgene is formed by

a. the decomposition of chlorinated tydrocarbon

solvents.

b. phosphate rustproofing.

7. Burns to the eyei-are associated with

a. gas welding.

b. electric arc welding.

8. Metal fumes from welding operations ace most likely

to.build up to dangersous levels-

,in confined spaces.

b. indoori.

OBJECTIVE 6: List the main hazards associated, ith

drilling and reltin'g operations, "plumbing up," and con-

necting when erecting steel.

The use of portable reamer rills in erecting steel requires that

2artention be given to safe an proper operating procedures. Care must be

aken so that neither clothing, hair, jewelry, watches, rings', nor gloves

. are caught in revolving parts of-equipment.

High-cycle (180 Ha.c.) equipment has the disadvantage of continuing

to rotate after power has been switched off. This can be overcome through

the use of dynamic`braking. Dynamic braking fends direct current-across one

of the phases of the motor winding to stop the motion. the high-speed rotor

generatei and circulates a current in its winding that causes the stored

energy of acceleration to be transferred,into heat, and thus to provide the

braking effect. The spindle will then generally stop in three or four revo-

lutions. The high-cycle equipment has the advantage of being lighter in
,

weight per unit of power than equipment supplied by ordinary 60-cycle equip-

ment: The high-cycle equipment-will also stall before developing ahigh

overload torque. Electric drills and reamers should be grounded through the
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emf AAP..ef:three-wire cord serviced by a. properly installed and maintained elec-

trical source.

Reamer drill bits must be maintaibed in good condition, free from burrs

or nicks at dull edges. stood any. of these conditions be detected, t bit

must be disposed Ofor regrOdpd by quiligfied personnel. The bits must nev

be struck with a hard objeCt or tossed or 'thrown;-they are made of very hard
)

steel and are easily damaged by abuse. Chips may fly from the bit or ob-

ject.

The prdper size bit should be selected for a job; an undersized bit may

crack or break, whereas abit that is too lirge may seize Up,. The drill bit

must be kept straight when. drilling or reaming. Attempting to 'ispeed up

drilling or reaming, by *lying excessive pressUre may cause the bit to

freeze in the Nole, so onjy, sufficient pressure should be used. Chips an

shavings should be removed
.

with a brush or other suitable equipment; the

hands and fingers must never be'used as steel and metal chips and shavings

are extremely sharp. All work should be ffrmly secured by clamps, bolts or

other approved means. Should the bit bind up in work which is not secured,

the'work may spin free, Striking the worker or persons in the vicinity. The

worker must not Attempt to secure the work with his hands, or by Standing on

it.

. .

The two-handled retmer drill.is hea4-and requires two operators of ap-

proximately the same height and physical ability. When lifting the machine, f'

the workers should keeptheirbacks straight, and lift with the regs,.bend-

,
. ing at the knees, to avoid ciusing Injury to their backs. Improper lifting

techniques are a leading cause of lost-time accidents in the construction

industry. E;/ery worker, no.matter how strop g, should be aware of the proper

way to lift the equipmel and materials used on the jobsite.

The use of a two-haldled type, reamer drill in e corner should be

avoided unless Irrsdrupervisor ls'consalted.first. If permission is granted

to rethove a handle, theremainfng.handle should be supported against a solid

piece of steel to keep the unit from moving. Wherever practiCal, a hand

grip attachment should be used. on', the back of the tool. .

Guy.wires u sed in "plumbing up" (setting up verttstlly) should be fas-

tened in such a manner that the bolters, riveters, or welders have'access to
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theeconnection points. "If adequate anchorage is not available, suitable

deadmen (such as a truck 'or other heavy equipment) must be used. Ropes and

cables used in plumbing up should be inspected to ensure that there are no

briaks,.twists, or abrasions thatcause.weakening of the strands, and even-
.

tual rope-failure.

When cable clips are installed, the correct size and number must be

used. The clip farthest froette eye should be tightened first. After all

clips, are tightened,'they should be inspected at least once more of r being

placed, as the rope diameter becomes smaller under the stress of s h-
,

fflg. Clips should be checked frequently. .

After the hooks orlashings,used for plumbing up are attached securely,

the turnbuckle may be installed and adjusted. Once the turnbu6le is tight-,

ened, a device should be used to prevent its- unwinding. The turnbuqle

should be wired or attached.to a solid object to prevent unscrewing under

strain.

Guys should not be removed without first getting the permission of the

job superintendent. Guys should never be fastened to, a railroad truck where

they might be cut off by railcars. All guys should be guarded against other

hioving objects.

A set of directional signails similar to those used by crane operators

should be established before starting to plumb up a structure-

When connectors are wqrking together, one shoOld give the signal. The

connectors should keep theirs eyes on the peel as it approaches. The beam

should be bolted so that ft cannot roll and, before being cut loose, the

bolting should be checked to be.sure that this cannot happen.

Beams should be connected with a minimum of, two'bolts at each end. If

only one bolt is used, it should be fastened through the top hole and tight-

ened with a hand.wrench. A.ny deformed piece should be returned to the

ground to be properly dressed.

To walk safely on steel with beam studs, workers should straddle a beam

and walk on the bottom flange wherever it is possible to do so. Pants legs

should be tucked in or tied.and'nothing sWould be carried when Moving on /
steel.
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Hands and fingers must be kept. away from connections to 'avoid their

being'crushed.

Columns, trusses, andbeims must neverbe cut until all fasteners have

been installed. Before lifting falls are unhitched from columns, theenuts
,0

should be drawp down tightly on the anchor bolts, or temporary guy lines

shouldbe attached:

Workers should stay, on the_side of the column where the swinging steel

cannot hurt them. When work is being done aboye vertical steel reinforcing
I 9

rods, theexp'osed ends should be covered or' bent down.

When rain, high wind, or other weather whAch may pose a,hatard to .

workers threatens,%erection operations'should be suspended until safe condi-

tfons permit.

1. /Name four

drills.

a.

b.

c.

d.

ACTIVITY 6:

hazards related to-the use of reamer
\

us*

2. Mark each of these statements TRUE or FALSE.

a. Beam should be connected by one bolt at

each end.

b. Before being culloose, the beam should

be bolted so that it cannot

OBJECTIVE 7: Explain the reason for Idditional safety

problems when erecting steel during plant operations.'

Steel erection during plant operations poses special safety concerns.,

Thereisusuallyconsiderableactivityand,congestion due to normal plant

operations, as well as to the presence of other contractors and their

32
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materials., The operating platt-atipervisor should be responsible for all
.

phases of work being done in the plant. The steeleerectioh foreman should

be responsible for obtaining clearance frli the operating plant sO;rvisor.
,

.

'Each contractor is responsible for the health'and safety of his or her

respective employees.' If another contractor on a site isworkini Oith mate-,

rtals, chemicals, or equipment in a manner that enclingers the 'steel efec-
,

tor's'employees, then the steel erector contractor is resporisible. Each

contractor must be responsible for the s:fgy of his or her workers.

Work areas must be clearly defined, -and all utilities (gis, electric,

and so onl, andother potentially haairdous contacts must be identified and

marked] All existing plint regulations must be obeyed. Acce's should bt,

restricted to the contractoroperating personnel and bothers should gain ac-
,

cess :only by permission of the superintendent or foreman.

Operating cranes should not be,used without permission of the operating

superintendent. When work is being performed on or near an operating crane,

rail stops should. be placed between the steel yorker and the operattnq
Cis°

crane, If this is not possible, a safety opertor in the cyne cab should

be posted to protect the steel worker. Flasher lights are recommended to

denote the work area and warn the crane operator. /

ACTIVITY 7:

1. ,What conditions may pose specialsafety concerns

when erecting steel during plant operations?

a:

b.

c.

2. Who is responsible for jobsite safety?

(
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OBJECIlvt $: List the general requirements for personal
. .

protective equipment in steel erection operations`; in-

cluding mention of four such operations that require the

use of eye protection.

NIN

Most serious-injuries sustained by steel erectors can be prevented, or

the severity of the injury can be reduced if the worker uses appropriate

personal protective equipment. Helmets, safety-toed shoes, protective eye-

'wear, and gloves are needed most often; to all cases, the equipment worn

should match the job.
AI

In areas where there is a possibility of head injury from impact, fall-

ing or flying objects, or electrical shock or burns, the worker must wear

prOtecti-ve headgear. This headgear must meet or exceed specifications

contained in the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Z89.1-1969,

Safety Requirements for In, strial Head Protection.'-'14Condlly, helmets

for employees exposed to igh-voltage electrical shock and burns must meet

specs contained in ANSI Z8 -1971. Metal'hard,hats are not allowed for-4

electricians or other personne who might contact electrical conductors.

Generally, helmets of fiberglass or durable plastic material are used by

those working under electrical hazard conditions. The electrical test for

this type of hat states that the headgear will withstand, without reakdown,

an appldication of 2200 V for one minute between any point on the crown-and

inside suspension.

1 Standard specifications for hard hats require that, under test condi-

tions, the headgear must withstand the impact of an 8-pound iron ball

dropped from a height of five feet without breaking, denting, or cracking.

Not all hard hats provide adequate protection on the jobsite. Bump

caps protect only against mtlior bumps, since the close fitting,suspension of

these caps makes them almost useless against hard blows. The absence of

lacing suspension in a regular hard-hat allows the transmission of any heavy

blow directly to the wearer's skull. Thus, all safety hats should be suited

34
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to the hazards of the worksite. All hats should be inspected for flaws and

cracks.. Intentionally,drilling holes in the shell of the hard hat seriously

compromises the safety factor provided by the headgear

_Headgear has been lassified in two types: full immed,and brimless

with peak. These types are broken down into four 'classes:

iClaSs A - Limited-v ltage resistance for general service.

Class B - High-voltage resistance.

Class C - No voltage protection (metallic hel ets).

Class D - Limited protection for firefighters ervice.

All helmets that meet ANSI Standard Z89.1 or Z89.2 are identifled on the in:

side of the helmet shell with the manufacturer's name, ANSI designatiOn, and

class. Plastic helmets withstand impact bettierthan metallic helmets,sbut

because the' metallic helmet is lighter in weisght, it is sometimes preferre d4v

,by the worker. Metallic helmets must never be worn in an electrical hazard'

area or in the presence of corrosive materials.

P Safety-toed boots and shoes provide protection against crushing injur-

ies to the foot, as well as providing safe footing when working on,steel.

Some soles on safety footwear are puncture resistant; leather uppers pre-

vent hot welding material from burning through.

OSHA requires that a safety-toe shoe be used for work that requires the

handling of heavy material. These shoes have a reinforced steel toe cap

capable of withstanding heavy blows and great pressures. For construction,

the steel-'toe cap must. be capable of sustaining a static load of 2500 lb or

the impact of a 75-lb weight dropped 18 Inches with a clearance of 16/32".

Safety shoes are divided into three classificationi under ANS; Z41.1, Men's

Safety Toe Footwear. (Safety specs are the same for women's footwear.)

Metatarsal (or overfoot) guards, when worn in addition to safety shoes,

protect the foot from heavier impact. Heavy-gage, flanged, and corrugated

metal footguards protect the foot from the toe to the ankles.

Workers mot be provided with eye and face protection whenever machines

or operations present potential for eye injury from physical, chemical.or-
4

radiation hazards. A steel worker requires eye protection when welding,

chipping, grinding, riveting,, knocking off rivet heads, using any hand or

power tools, and when exposed to chemical hazards. The eye and face
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protection must comply with A Z87.1-1979, "PraWces for OccupatiOnal a

EducationEye and Fac rotection." The protection equipment must be k

clean and in.good repair. Any_defeQp., such as scratching or pitting on

lenses, seriously compromise the protection afforded by the eyewear.

'The proper shade for welding lenses must be selected. The shade number

must be at least that stated on Table 2, although shades more dense than

those listed may '&e used to suit the worker's ,needs.

Workers whose assignment requires them to be,exposed to laser beams

(such as in steel-cutting operations) must have suitable laser safety gog-

gles that protect the wearer for the specific wavelength of laser used, and`

are of the optica.4 density adequate for the energy involved.

Excessive noise levels can cause permanent hearing loss. Any noise ex-

.ceeding 85 dBA (decibels on the "A".scale) is recognized as hazardous to

human hearing. Ideally, a noise should be reducetd at its source. In many

instances, however, it is impossible to reduce or isolate sound at its

source, so the worker must be provided with hearing protectors. Hearing

protectors fall into two main groups - the plug or insert type, and the cup

or muff type. tar protective' deviCes inserted irgo the ear must be fitted

or determined individually by competent persons. 'Insert-style hearing

'TABLE 2. PROPER SHAIIS FOR WELDING LENSES.

- Welding Operation Shade Number

Shielded metal-arc welding 1/16-, 3/32-9'1/8-, 5/32-inch diameter electrodes 10

Gas-shielded arc welding (nonferrous) 1/1'6-, 3/32-, 1/8-, 1/8-, 5/32-inch diameter electrodes 11

Gas-shielded arc-welding (ferrous) 1/16-, 3/32-, 1/8-, 5/32-inch diameter electrodes 12

Shieldedsmetal -arc welding 3/16-, 7/32-, 1/4-inch diameter electrodes 12

Shielded metal-arc welding 5-16-, 3/8-inch diameter electrodes 14

Atomic hydrogen welding 10-14

Carbon-arc weldimi 14

Soldering s 2

Torch brazing 3 or 4

Light cutting, Jp to 1 inch
4 3 or 4

Medium cutting, 1 inch to 6 inches 4 or 5

Heavy cutting, over 6 inches r 5 or 6

Gas welding (light), up to 1/8-inch 4 or 5

Gas welding (media), 1/8 -inch to 1/2-inch . 5 or 6

Gas welding (heavy), over 1/2 -inch 6 or EC
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protectors help prevent hot sparks from Weldtng operations from entering the

ear canal and causing serious burns in the ear canal. Plain cotton is not

an acceptable protective 'device. Further, no matter how 'good a hearing

protector is, it is of no value unless it is used.

Gloves may.-be necessary to protect against friction, chemical burns, or

sharp edges, or for some operations, such as welding. For welding, a leash-

er,glove extending well over the wrist is needed. Hand guards are designed

to reduce the `likelihood of cuts ipd laceratiods from sharp edges of sheet

meadi'or steel; these gloves have padded leather palms and fingers and allow

for maximum hand flexibility. Gloves must not be worn around operating ma-
.

chinery; they can become entangled and draw the hand. or arm into the moving

parts of the machinery.

AC1IVITY 8:

1. Name at least four operations in steel erection

that require eye protection.

a.

b.

c.
f

d.

'2. (Fill in the blank.)

Any noise exceeding dBA can cause hearing

loss.

3." Name the two major types of 'hearing protectors.

a.

b.

4. List four types of personal protective equipment

use, in steel erection.

a.

. .
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cmumilvi 9: Describe the dangers of working under or

near live electrical wires.

The dangers-of working under or near live electrial wires are many;

therefore, workers in such situations follow closely d number of 'safety

rules.

The practice of workers riding loads, hooks, or head the balls should be

strictly forbidden; wind, sway, fatigue, mechanical or human failyre could

result in contact- with live electrical wiring, causing injury. or death.

No worker should be exposedro live electrical hazard, unless the em-

ployee is protected against 'electrical exposure by grounding, guarding, or

de-energization of the circuit.

Every electrical tool and cord used on the jobsite should be in-

spected. Any tool or cord not checked can be a death threat to the worker,

Once even a small electrical shock could.cause a fall by startling.the

worker.

The use Of alco)tol or other drugs must be avoided on all jobs. Concen-

tration is especially crucial to avoid injury or death on jobs.at heights

and around mechanized equipment.

Minimum electrical clearances must be observed whenever any tool, ma-

chine or equipment may contact energized conductors or establish a direct

path to the ground. These clearances apply in any direction, vertical or

horizontal;

Crane boom movement must be limited by special equipment (such as ,

crossarms) if cranes are operated in an area of potdntial contact. Warning

sign? legible at'12 feet, must be posted. Wheneyer.arly work is to be per-

formed within 10 feet of a high-voltage line, the-person operating the high-
.

voltage.line must be notified as well as the supervisor, so that all safety

precautions can be taken before"work proceeds:

38
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ACTIVITY 9:

1.- Name two dangers of working under or near live

electrical wires.

a.

b.

2. Name four precautions which may prevent accidental

electrical contact.

a.

b.

c.

d.

OBJECTIVE 10: Name the two external forces that affect

lateral bracing.

Lateral (on the side) bracing.of structures is necessary to allow for

. two external 'forces: (vertical) weight and.(horizontal) windload. If ade.:.

quate bracing is not provided, the structure cotfld cafil-apvelrsince exterior

walls are'sometimes exposed to forces beyond their designed capacity. Table

3 shows how great the force of wind can be.

TABLE 3. EXTERIOR WALLS ARE SOMETIMES EXPOSED
TO GREAT FORCE FROM WIND.

Miles per
Hour

Force per Square
Foot - in lb

sMilei per

Hour
. Force per Square

Foot - in lb

1 0.005 - 20 j- 1.969

2 0.020 25 f 3.075

3 0.044 30 4.429

4 0.079 , 35 '6.027

5 0.123 40 7.873

6

7

0.711
0.241

..
45

50

9.963
12.30

3'3
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8 0.315 - '5'5 14.9

9 0.400
..

60 17.71

10 0.492 65 20.85

12 0.708 70 24:1

.14 0.964 75 21.7

15 1.107 4 80 31.49

16 1.25 j 100 49.2

18 1.55

Masonry walls should fallow structural erection so that lateral stabil-

. itywill be provided; building codes require that the proper bracing and

support be provided while the walls are being erected. OSHA regulations

state, "Masonry walls shall be temporarily shored and braced untilthe.de-.

sign Pivel strength is reached due to wind or other forces/

ACTIVITY 10:

Name the two extgNnal forces that affect lateral braCing.

2. ,

J

OBJECTIVE 11: List requirements for temporary flooring.

I

As the erection of the steel progresses, permanent flooring shoul be -

installed. There should never be more than four floors'(or 48 Met) of un-

finished bolting or welding above the fOundation or uppermost permanent

flder. The erection floor should be solidly decked or planlied over except

for hoist openings. The,planking or decking should be capable of carrying a

working load of 50 pdunds per square foot. Openirrgi through which a worker,

may fall must be covered with planks of sufficjent str.engt to supporta

200-lb person and any -load which might be transported across the ()Pining.

Alternatively, the opening. must be guarded on all sides by rails, including

midraijs and toeboards. Any runway or scaffold built around or over floor

opening must have standard rails and toeboards. -Until permanent proteilton

is installed, the temporary protection must not be removed.

4 0
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Planks used in temporary hoOring.ipalt nist be less than 2" th k,

full-sized'4 undressed: as well as straights grained and free. of serious. e-

'fecfs. they stauld be laid closeiftogether, fastened to the-framework, and
...

Secured to prevent slippage and displacement, especially in winds. The

bearing ends should Overlapby anihimuniof 12"4 W6enmetal decking is used

. in place of'planks, it should btiolaid straight and tight, ang also /astened

. to prevent movement. Care'must'be taken in wet or other adverse weather

conditions,, as wood and metal decking can become slippery.

Where' temporary flooring is impracticable,as in m611 construction and

other structures where flooring is not reqUired or where-Overhead crane
.

operations do not permit temporary.flooring, safety belts and lifelines must
.

be used by the worker. Safety belts and lifelines are used where a worker

might be loosed to falls of 15 feet or more'.(EXCUT,when expoed:to tyirig,
. . .

or reinforNg). TRe steel, six-.footfanchor end 9f the safety belt or.
.

lifeline must'be attached at all times, to the Qrker (atnOtlower.

Waist level) and at a distance of not more thartlixfeethoriiiint he ,

. ,

lifelines must be attached to a sturdy member of the structure 'or t ecure-
.

lyt1gged line 'using a positive descent-control devqe; the use a- nylon

rope is recommende . Rigging must be provides if,.,dbles require horizontal

. movement, so that the lifeline Will slide along with the wOMOr.e.
0.. , . ,... {, .

List

3.

. 4.

AVIVITY 11:
0

ur, requirements for wood floor planks.

c43
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ANSWERS TO ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY'l

1., a. Heights;-,,i

b. Heavy loads that are lifted.

2. Mailufacturer's rating, capacity is the'maximUm safe load which may be

lifted by a crane or hoist. This rating must be pdsted and,clearly-
.

visible.
.

3. a% Daily inspection% or at the beginning of each shift, to see if:

Machine is properly lubricated.

Brake and clutch work well.'

Load brake and limit switch are functioning properly..

Each part of crane used in lifting or moving ; load is working.
well.

b. Inspection by Department of Labor inspectors'.

L e

c. Special Anspec!'ion, whenever mac ery is exposed to abnormal

stress.

4. Any three.
. ...

Abrasion- or wear; corrosion; rope fatigue caused by bending, twist-,

6 ,
or crushing; 'bird caging% broken wires in a strand;, core

r.
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showing through more than one pair of strati" and lack offlubrica-

hon.

5. Since a chain which is used as part of.a hoisting apparatus is no

stronger, than its weakest link, chains should be inspected frequently.

Conditions to be checked far include: stretching, elongation of links,
,

bent or deformed links,%cracks'br checks in li\r4.and thin areas

causeiby rubbing.
Ty ,

Z. A safety factor of five means thai the safe maximum load of the mechan-

ism isone-fifth_its breaking strength. Thus, if a hoist platform has

,a. breaking strength of 4000 pounds and a safety factor of five, the

maximum safe lad would be 800 Pounds.

ACTIVITY 2
6.

1. a. False.

b. True.

c. False.

2. a. Laying, hose between planks.

b. Building runway over hoses.

. Suspending air hoses over, runways.

hree.)

1. Pneumatic impact tools should have an automatic closing valve actuated

1

by a trigger, and a retaining device to hold the tool in place so.it

cannot be accidentally fired.

2. Jackhammers_shouldrhave rubber grips to reduce vibration; steel drills

must be properly prepared and maintained.

3. Firm foot is necessary for safe operation.

4. Only properly trained alig qualifipd operators should usepdwder-

actuated tools.
.

ACTIVITY 4,

1, (Any'fiA) 6

a. Rivets-may fly and strike someone

b. Fingers may be crushed easily by materials shiftinglOen holes are
.

being aligned.
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c.. Air hammers may slip.
.

d. Excessive noise levels may damage 'hearing.

e. Eye damage may result. if safety goggles are not worn.

f. Impact tools, may cause injury.

g. Air hoses Cin become detached and_flip a, worker to q! ground.

'h. A slipping wrench, could throW a worker off balance..

i. Tyre is dangif of falling when "bolting up."

2. (Any five) .

,a. Safety goggles.

b: Safety belt:

c. 14elmet.'

d. Steel-toed shoes.

e: Hearing protection.

ACTIITY 5

I. b.

2. a.
.00P

3. b.

4. a.

5. b.

6. a. 4

7. b.
,

I.

8. a. . .

.
.

ACTIVITY 6 :'
:,...\

,

1. (Any four))
.. ,

. .

a.
tithing

and jewelry can become entangled.

b. -High -cycle equipment'continues,to rotate-after being 'switched off.

c. Reamer'drip bits,can chip and ChJps.fly fromthe bit.
4 .A.

d. Chips, and:Navings can cause cuts.

e. The'bit may bind up in the work, causing the work to spin free. and

strike the worker.

f: Heavy equipment maydimage'one's back if lifted incorrectly.

2. a. False.-'

Y b. True.

4
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ACTIVITY' 7

1. ,(Any tree)

a. ActivitAaind congestion, thus more'di)oger from inattention And

carelessness. '

E'/. Hazards from workers orimaterials on other projects orr the work-
site.

c. Utilities may be contacted by accident.

d. Unauthrized personnel may cause accidents.

2. Each contractor is responsible for the safety of his own employees.

ACTIVITY 8

1. (Any four)

a. Welding.I.
b: Chipping.

c. Grinding.

d. Riveting,

e. Knocking off rivet h4ads.

T. Hammering.

g. Compressed-air work.

h. 'Overhead work.
0

2. 85 dBA.

3. . Plug or nsert type.

b., tup oriuff type.

4. (Any four)

'a,. Safety helmets (hard hats, not bump cap).

y,6. Safety (steel-toed) boots and shoes; with or ithout metatarsal

'guards.

c. Safety goggles and glasses..

d. Welding lenset of the specific shade needed.

e. Gloves with orwithout hand guards.

f. Ear protectors or plugs.

ACTIVITY 9

I. (Any two

a. Accidental contact of personn*el with live electrical wires.

a

.
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b. Lack of, or deficient grounding of circuits.

ci. Cranes or other machinery may contact live wires or other energized
conductors of electricity.

d. Shock causing a fall. Vr

2. (Any four) --....

a. Tools and cords should be inspected to ensure safe operating condi-

tions.
. .

b. Workers should not ride loads, hooks, or headache balls.

c. Live electrical circuits should be prdperly4rounded, guarded, or

ae=onergized.

d. Minimum electrical clearances should be observed.

e. Crane boon movement must be limited by special equipment if cranes

.
are operatednear live wires.

x

f. Limited access and posting of hazardous locations.

p

ACTIVITY 10

1., Weight (vertical).

2. Wind load (horizontal).

ACTIVITY 11 --1
a;

(Any four)

1. Planks used in temporary flooring-must be at least 2" thick, full-

sized, undressed.
_

2. Planks must be straight grained andlree of serious defects.
.

.

3. Pl'a'nks must be laid closely together,

r

o

4% Planks shopld be fastened to the framework.

5. The bearing ends shoupd overlap'by a minimum of 12",.

I

,

,

\

1

el 6

4..

. \

-I
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